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We can describe this in the languageof hers

Construct 4bypathintegration determinewhen the answer fgolygendarout
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Alternate Caimplerconstruction
To build 4 Y RF

Y Guy Gholomorphic GCD o

Rl f y G

Square rout is givenby x existaandia lol
T in a rebelof o

ie xn F since x is not

oaf
let'smodify our languagebused on

our new and more sophisticated
viewofhyper elliptic surfaces
Iet V denote the compactPanicum
surface obtained by resolving any
singularities of T

V comes togetherwith a map to G too
fell Clos4G

Def A map from a Reimannsurface into
for

QutClos is holomorphic if each coordinate






































































































































function it a xQa as Igf is holomorphic
TheinclusionofT ClayQos induces a map fromV T AsxQos

Pipi Cosas
Observation V QosxCcs is bolourouplcic.in aane

but not a holomorphicembedding
Rewards In constructing V we leave also
constructed turn meromorphicfunctions on Vs
Ix and Iw

Howdo we distinguishisolated singuleespoints off
There is an eleganttopologicalwowmint haanaleodim a

haunted Construct a small sphere around
in

medium f e the auigularpoint This is S3gungEl

T.be
intersection of V with this sphere is a 1 manifold

Removeapet fromS3

in S3 ie a drink or a braid and draw 5 as1123

This braid is a topological invariant of the
singular point






































































































































Thepoint cos a is a singular pointof this
holomorphicmap

trefoil but degP 3 GDizzy

tingling degpia even

umlaut
YP is 1

Proposition any construction which
produces amateur
antheloptologiculawfanevtaathattueinclusionof






































































































































V into E is holomorphicproducer
a surface conformallgequivalent
to VE Proved this in connection with

polygonal subsetsof423

Proof try V is the alternate Diem

surface structures on Vt Wegot a

homeomorphism h V v1 which

is holomorphicawayfrom
a finite

setof points By removable sing
his holomorphic everywhere

Aimilarly hi is led everywhere

funk of thinealg singularities asbeing analogous
to name poto






































































































































If Phrasimple yenaltomeudr rootofP is calenaezpointof it

If deyP is odd them as is also a valence 2 point
Popifor Iz If degPis even them are regular
Recall that thevalence

valence 1 pointsfor it yep is the local melt
for points near fcp

is hippy Batharet
k t I Iz

J ins

If Dey P is odd then it is locally 2 I was cosas

Tz

locally 2 1 near cases






































































































































Hyper elliptic surface indeterminieduptoboliqin
byttesetafimagenofthelrunclepointa
in

put
Thile Vpfosetedompleted
desingularijed Riemann
surfacecoming from
WEPA Summarizing earlier destination

genesof Vp is
IeyCp deg odd

deux L deg even




